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Meretrix lyrata

Lyrate Hard Clams

Tracking Code W-MXL01DRH

Vietnam | Wild Caught | MSC
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seafood selection or enter this 
Tracking Code on 
www.360seafood.com

W-MXL01DRH

This product comes from a fishery that 
has been independently certified to the 
MSC’s standard for a well-managed and 
sustainable fishery. www.msc.org
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Product Forms

Product Types

Frozen

Raw Whole Clams

Cooked Whole Clams

Cooked Meat

The Ben Tre Clam fishery was one of the world’s first small-scale 
fisheries awarded Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certification. 
The community-based fishery management plan allows members to 
take ownership of local marine resources and secure the future of their 
fishery.

Lurking inches below the surface of the mud, hard shell clams are an 
important component of the Mekong River ecosystem. Sustainable 
management of clams involves regular stock assessments, respecting 
minimum size limits and establishing a quota system which ensures 
healthy stocks. Harvested by hand, our clams are one of your most 
sustainable and climate-friendly seafood choices! 

For the local fishing communities in Ben Tre province, Vietnam, 
harvesting clams is the most important source of livelihoods. The 
fishery supports more than 9’400 community members, - predominantly 
women -, which are active in the harvesting of clams and earn income 
for their families.

Prior to being packed and frozen for export, our clams are carefully 
washed and cooked without additional ingredients or additives. This 
natural seafood product is subject to regular monitoring and analysis to 
ensure high standards of quality and food safety. A truly enjoyable and 
great seafood choice for everyone! 

The clams are gathered by hand at low tide by using small rakes. 
Juvenile clams that are below a certain size are rejected and left to 
mature. Such careful harvest preserves the quality and freshness of the 
clam. Immediately after harvesting, the clams are transferred to nearby 
manufacturing facilities for processing and packing.

Certified Sustainable 

Good to Know

Harvested by Local Communities

100% Natural | No Additives

Hand Gathered Premium Clams

Share our Passion
For Great Sustainable Seafood Choices!


